Second Grade Digital Learning Project Fall 2022
Student Name: ______________

Georgia On My Mind
Let’s take a trip across our state to explore the five regions of Georgia.
As we visit each region, we will also look at the different landforms.
Your Task: Create a 3D map of Georgia to identify where the five regions are located
using the clues. Use colors, various objects, or drawings to identify each region and the
landforms found there. Whatever you use should match how the region is represented
on your map key.
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Clues:
The Piedmont region is in central Georgia. The landforms are hills and valleys.
The Appalachian Plateau is northwest of the Piedmont region. The landforms are
flat-topped mountains called plateaus here.
The Blue Ridge is northeast of the Piedmont region. Mountains and rivers are
landforms in the region.
The Ridge and Valley region is west of the Blue Ridge region. Mountains with
ridges (mountain peaks) and valleys (spaces in between mountains) are
landforms in this region.
The Coastal Plain is south of the Piedmont region. The landforms are plains
which are flat and grassy land, coasts and beaches (where land meets water),
and swamps.
The fall line is the border between the Piedmont and Coastal Plain. There are
waterfalls at the fall line.

Use the template provided to create a map of Georgia divided into the 5 regions.
Include the following:
● title of the map
● map key
● compass rose (cardinal and intermediate directions)
● include the landforms for each region
Your Task: Now that you have explored the 5 regions of Georgia, write a story about
spending a weekend in one of the 5 regions. The story could be about a trip that really
happened or a trip you imagined. You can draw to illustrate your story.
Include the following:
● details to describe what you do, think, and feel
● words such as first, next, then, and finally
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The shadows of the plants and trees in the 5 regions
change throughout the day. How do shadows change
in your neighborhood? Let’s find out!
Your Task: You will investigate how the length and
direction of a shadow changes throughout the day.
Let’s make a prediction: Choose a small item to
observe. The item should fit in the palm of your child’s
hand. This item can be a small toy, action figure, lego
structure, etc.
How do you think the shadow will change throughout the day? Write your
prediction below.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Read all directions first. Scan the QR code to see sample student work.
Directions:
1. Students will observe the shadow of the item in the morning, at noon, and
afternoon.
2. Set-up: In the morning, find a sunny area and place a sheet of paper on the
ground. Place the small item on the sheet of paper.
3. Trace the outline of the shadow. If the shadow is longer than the paper, just make
a note or add additional paper to complete the shadow. Be sure to mark where
the paper and object are located. You want to keep the paper and item in
the same place each time your child makes an
observation.
4. Record where the sun is in the sky on the edge of your
paper.
5. Record the time to the closest hour or half hour.
6. Repeat directions 3,4 and 5 every two to three hours.
Your child will make a total of 3 observations.
Was your prediction correct? Why or why not?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Math Warm-Up
You may want to review the anchor charts and watch the video to remind you of the addition and
subtraction strategies.

Watch this video to see
examples of addition
strategies being used.

Watch this video to see
examples of subtraction
strategies being used.
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120 Chart
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Math Warm-Up
Your Task: Use your selected strategy to solve the problems below.
Fifty-two students were traveling to the coastal plain over fall break. Thirty-eight were traveling
to the Appalachian Plateau. How many students traveled to the two geographic areas during fall
break? ________________________
There were 71 living organisms at the pet hotel. There were 26 cats and 19 dogs who received
their dinner. Then 14 birds and 6 frogs received their dinner. How many animals still needed
their dinner? ________________________

On Thursday morning Newton County Schools received some packets of seeds. On Friday
afternoon, they received an order of 48 more packets of plant seeds. After that shipment of plant
seeds, Newton County Schools had a total of 83 packets of seeds. How many packets of seeds
were in the first shipment? ________________________

Math Into Action
Your Task:
You will have an opportunity to practice using benchmark numbers as you add and subtract using a
1-120 chart. Review the strategies above to determine which strategy works best for you.

1. Select a number on the 120 chart.
2. Place a clear counter on a number.
3. Add 10 to your number. Say what number you should land on. Move the counter
10 spaces to check.
4. Add 1 to your number. Say what number you should land on. Move the counter 1
space forward to check.
5. Subtract 10 from your number. Say what number you should land on. Move the
counter 10 spaces to check.
6. Add 1 to your number. Say what number you should land on. Move the counter 1
space forward to check.
7. Add 10 to your number. Say what number you should land on. Move the counter
10 spaces to check.
8. Subtract 1 from your number. Say what number you should land on. Move the
counter 1 space back to check.
Challenge Task: Pick any number as your final destination and create three different
paths to that destination (number). The paths should include addition and subtraction.
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